Sports facilities often deal with maintenance and safety issues related to food and drink spillage during games, with ballpark party decks experiencing the worst of them. Mortenson Construction had these issues in mind when constructing the new Bullpen Party Deck at Cheney Stadium.

OVERVIEW

When Mortenson planned the construction of the party deck, they knew they needed a solution that could protect against spills and wear and tear. The curing qualities of SCP reduced cracking and allowed the construction crew to access the slab within one hour. The 70,000 ft² deck was open to crowds in just 20 days, and with SCP locking out moisture and chemicals, post-game cleanup is now a breeze. Unlike traditional sealers and coatings that need to be reapplied every 3-5 years, SCP is permanent, reducing maintenance costs for years to come.

PROJECT DATA

PROJECT
Bullpen Party Deck – Cheney Stadium

APPLICATION TYPE
Time of Placement

PRODUCT TYPE
SCP 327

DESIGN CONSULTANT
Mortenson Construction

TOTAL AREA
70,000 ft² (6,500 m²)

For more information, visit
www.concreteprotection.com